Guatemala teach-in held

By Max Hauser

"The bullets that kill my friends, the bullets that kill my students, and the bullets that might kill me one of these days - you pay for them," exiled Guatemalan Sociologist Julio Quan said at a protest-rally of approximate 275 during a teach-in on Guatemala at the Arlington Street Church in Boston Tuesday night. The teach-in marked the 37th anniversary of the 1944 overthrow of Guatemala's government.

Institute Professor Noam Chomsky emphasized America's role in Guatemala's problems. "The source of the problems of Indochina and Central America is not in Saigon or San Salvador, but is in Washington, New York, and in Boston. We are discussing a tragedy that we could certainly help to end perhaps succeed in terminating, because we are responsible for it."

Quan's remark came as he described the Army as the only political party in Guatemala, a party which kills the people and is funded by the American taxpayer. "Every four years we select a president. Every four years we have to select one general out of three generals. So the only political party, and the only organized party in my country, is the army. And that party is getting money that you guys sweat in here."

Though he spoke of "the bullets that kill my students," Quan made it clear that however terrible the tortures and assassinations, he considered the structural violence to be far worse. Quan and Chomsky referred to poverty and starvation as structural violence.

Chomsky asserted that, while it was useful to examine American foreign intervention, it was more important to examine government decisions making. In the case of Guatemala, he singled out the political party, and the only organized party in Guatemala, as the army. And that party is the only political party in my country, is the army.
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Chomsky also remarked upon "the substantial and quite effective propaganda assault that was carried out against the American population as a side component to the much more violent and massive military assault and persecution that was carried out against the people of Guatemala." Chomsky attributed this propaganda campaign to Boston public relations specialist Edward Beren.

From this propaganda campaign, Chomsky concluded that the corporate/government complex is afraid of the public, and that the public has power. "It lies within our power to bring this propaganda to an end."

In protest against the destructive foreign and domestic policies of the Reagan Administration and against the presence of "George Bush," MIT faculty members are invited to join in a protest-rally on the sidewalk in front of MIT at 3:50pm on October 30, while Bush will be speaking to the Sustaining Fellows.

Our Products... Tandem Computers Incorporated designs, develops, manufactures, markets and supports a unique computer system for the on-line transaction processing marketplace. Tandem's NonStop System is the only commercially available computer with proven capability to run continuously, safeguard data, expand modularly and be integrated economically into a network of geographically dispersed systems with a distributed data base. We have no direct competition, lead the industry in experience in on-line transaction processing and we're years ahead of any potential competition.

Our People... are the top talent in all disciplines who thrive in the excitement of Tandem's leading edge position. Our team spirit comes from sharing our knowledge of common goals and taking initiative to achieve them. Each of us functions under individual responsibility and peer leadership that encourages us to develop our creative, technical and managerial talents. Tandem's minimal organizational structure and stimulating work environment are ideal for career growth.

Our Benefits... reflect Tandem's dedication to our people, therefore all of us have a direct voice in deciding future benefit programs. We operate on flexible working hours as our needs and work schedules demand. We further our education with tuition reimbursement. After four years with Tandem, we take a paid, six-week sabbatical leave, in addition to regular vacation.
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